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The Preacher's Mail Order Bride

2017-09-19

hold onto your bonnets the biggest matchmaking cupid of the west has struck again mail order bride gabby anson is not who she seems but getting shot on the stage having her belongings stolen and then finding out her groom isn t expecting her is more than she s bargained for when she struck out for texas now the question both she and the surprised preacher jarred andrews want to know is who sent for her and where do they go from here jarred s waiting on the bride the lord s going to send him when the time is right but what is he supposed to do with gabby there s a mystery in the tiny town of sweet when mail order brides begin to show up for the men one at a time and the town wonders who sent for them the brides and the grooms wonder more watching them work out the situation is the fun part at least it is for big john wiggins a widower who knows the joys of a happy marriage and the six foot five inch widower has decided the men of his town need wives and joy too even if it takes him to bring the women to them don t miss the first book of the series the lawman s mail order bridealways free on kindle unlimited or amazon primecoming soon elizabeth chase s clean and wholesome novel the rancher s mail order bride book 3 in her exciting mail order brides of sweet texas a mail order bride historical western book you ll love this clean and wholesome romance series

Mail-Order Brides of the West
kathryn ford knows one thing for sure she will not marry the deceitful arrogant man her father has arranged for her since the day she was born simply as a pawn to enrich his vast holdings when she discovers she s been disowned for her defiance the pampered socialite takes her destiny in her own hands determined to show her father what a capable a woman she is without his help or interference she signs up to be a mail order bride totally prepared to give up all the luxuries of her previous life but once thrown into the rigors of a working farm kathryn fears she may have made the biggest mistake of her life and finally met a challenge she can t conquer tobit preece has a problem his ailing grandpappy has one wish in the world to bounce a great grandchild on his knee before he passes on the senior preece has deeded his large farm to his grandson and a grateful tobit would like nothing better than to fulfill his wish when tobit misses out on his chance with heather sanford a mail order bride in y knot montana who suddenly found herself without a groom he thinks his chance to achieve his grandfather s dream is dead then evie holcomb suggests tobit send for his own mail order bride one she already knows personally determined to have a child before the spring calves romp in the pastures tobit sends for his own mail order bride can two completely unsuitable people marrying for the wrong reasons end up on the right side of happiness find out in the next adventure of mail order brides of the west mail order brides of the west kathryn takes place simultaneously with mail order brides of the west darcy to find out what happens to kathryn s friend and fellow mail order bride when she travels to sweetwater springs montana

Mail-order Brides of the West

2013

mail order brides of the west is a new series created in collaboration by usa today bestselling authors caroline fyffe and debra holland the well educated daughter of a lawyer trudy bauer arrives at the st louis based mail order brides of the west agency full of excitement for an adventure of a lifetime she befriends the agency s maid evie davenport and the two form a strong and lasting friendship they vow to stay in contact through letters when evie takes hold of her destiny and arranges a marriage on the sly each brave young woman is ready to face whatever an unknown groom and life in montana can throw her way in fyffe s novel house servant evie davenport travels by stagecoach to y knot montana in a mccutcheon family novel in holland s book bride to be trudy bauer rides the train to sweetwater springs in a montana sky novel through their correspondence the friends keep each other abreast of their hardships trials and tribulations some of heartbreak some of

The Mail-Order Brides
st bride needed a wife but the latest candidate was much too pretty to live amid a bunch of sailors on his desolate island ever since he d first set eyes on fragile beauty dora sutton something had gone wrong with his careful plan the women he d found for his men weren t working out his books were a mess and miss sutton wasn t paying any attention to his orders dora needed a new beginning but the insufferable grey st bride refused to make it easy for her from the moment she d staggered off the boat it was clear the handsome brute wanted her gone but much more was at stake for dora than wounded pride if mr high and mighty st bride didn t want her she d just have to find someone else on the island who did

Mail Order Brides of Gold Creek

2020-09-05

six women head west dreaming of adventure love and riches on the western frontier will their dreams be fulfilled or are they heading for heartbreak a sweet western romance from 1 bestselling author emily woods six women travel to gold creek wyoming with dreams of a better life upon arriving they quickly learn that things are not always what they seem can they overcome seemingly insurmountable obstacles and find true love or will they find heartache and ruin on the western frontier mail order brides of gold creek is a clean western romance from 1 bestselling author emily woods if you like clean historical fiction about women who risk everything for love as mail order brides you will love the western brides sweet romance series from emily woods download mail order brides of gold creek and get lost in this sweet western romance today

Mail-Order Brides of the West: Kathryn

2023-12

hold onto your bonnets you re about to meet the biggest matchmaking cupid of the west mail order bride lucy calvert s nerves rattled as she stepped off the stagecoach in sweet texas she d traveled from st louis to meet her betrothed the sheriff of the tiny town nervous and excited to meet trey jones and his small daughter she s dismayed when he s not there to meet her shocked even more when the older giant of a man big john wiggins takes her bag and takes her to meet him but the biggest shock is to find out that trey did not send for a mail order bride but if not him then who did she correspond too who sent for her in the lawman s name there s a mystery in the tiny town of sweet when mail order brides begin to show up for the men one at a time and the town wonders who sent for them the brides and the grooms wonder more watching them work out
the situation is the fun part at least it is for big john wiggins a widower who knows the joys of a happy marriage and the six foot five inch widower has decided the men of his town need wives and joy too even if it takes him to bring the women to them don t miss book 2 of this series the lawman s mail order bride get your copy today coming soon elizabeth chase s clean and wholesome novel the rancher s mail order bride book 3 in her exciting mail order brides of sweet texas a mail order bride historical western book you ll love this clean and wholesome romance series

The Lawman's Mail Order Bride

2017-09-19

shipwrecked with the sheikh sailing to india to marry a stranger constance montgomery is shipwrecked off the arabian coast of murimon the world believes her lost at sea and only the kingdom s ruler kadar knows the truth she s honor bound to leave but the brooding prince tempts constance to stay kadar knows that no matter how beautiful constance is she is forbidden but every moment with her seduces him until temptation becomes torment kadar thinks he has no heart left to offer any woman can constance prove him wrong

Sheikh's Mail-Order Bride

2016-08-01

now available as a print book books 1 3 in the montana mail order bride westward series a clean historical boxed set westward winds tessa o connor lives in a world of privilege and excess her doting parents want her to make a good match with a worthy gentleman and live a respectable life she is beautiful and intelligent and she comes with a hefty dowry there is no reason that she shouldn t be able to find an eligible man and settle down tessa gets married to dean and they struggle to find common ground and make their marriage work will they each take the risk and open their hearts to one another can their marriage survive and will they find love and contentment in each other their future happiness hangs in the balance under the montana skies westward dance madelyn o connor is beautiful popular and comfortable with her opulent life that is until she is brutally attacked by the son of one of the wealthiest families in pittsburgh her parents are ready to fight the case out in the courts but madelyn doesn t want any publicity about it she wants to forget that it ever happened but can t her family grows increasingly worried about the depressive state she falls into and they try to come up with ways to help her but nothing seems to work tessa feels that it would be best for madelyn to get far away from the city and wants her to come to montana but madelyn is resistant to the idea seth samuels tessa s brother in law becomes injured when he and his men are attacked by wild dogs on a cattle drive he s morose and anxious over the prospect of not being able to participate in
drives any longer tessa sees two people she loves hurting and thinks that maybe they can help each other when no one else can she appeals to
seth to help convince madelyn to come west seth refuses at first but then figures that since he can t do much else he might as well try to help
madelyn and seth begin a volley of letters in which seth entices madelyn to come meet him as their relationship deepens there are seemingly
insurmountable obstacles that threaten to tear them apart can each of them compromise in order to have a future together or will their pride keep
them from realizing their dreams westward bound claire o connor is the youngest of the three o connor sisters unlike her older siblings claire doesn t have great skills in social niceties even though she tries to fit in claire will never be popular in the elite world in which she was born claire would much rather be in school or learning business strategy from her father than do anything else when she travels to montana for her sister maddie s wedding to seth samuels she meets the youngest samuels brother marcus she s attracted to his dark good looks and flashing gray eyes but knows he thinks of her as annoying kid who happens to be extremely intelligent during the time she spends in montana she and marcus develop an
antagonistic relationship which claire purposely fosters to hide her crush on him she dreams of snaring marcus heart one day and begins her secret mission as soon as she arrives back in pittsburgh three years later their long distant debates continue claire has graduated from college and now turns her focus on making a life of her own marcus is part of that plan but he doesn t know that when maddie and seth return to montana after attending her graduation claire goes with them to put her plan into action marcus life is turned upside down by an unforeseen event that threatens to tear his family apart forever despite their antagonism marcus turns to claire for help unwittingly falling into her trap together they will face an uncertain future can they find the fortitude to withstand the tests that come their way or will they both end up with broken hearts

Montana Mail Order Brides - Books 1 - 3

2014-12-04

there have always been mail order brides in america but we haven t always thought about them in the same ways in buying a bride marcia a zug starts with the so called tobacco wives of the jamestown colony and moves all the way forward to today s modern same sex mail order grooms to explore the advantages and disadvantages of mail order marriage it s a history of deception physical abuse and failed unions it s also the story of how mail order marriage can offer women surprising and empowering opportunities drawing on a forgotten trove of colorful mail order marriage court cases zug explores the many troubling legal issues that arise in mail order marriage domestic abuse and murder breach of contract fraud especially relating to immigration and human trafficking and prostitution she tells the story of how mail order marriage lost the benign reputation it enjoyed in the civil war era to become more and more reviled over time and she argues compellingly that it does not entirely deserve its current reputation while it is a common misperception that women turn to mail order marriage as a desperate last resort most mail order brides are enticed rather than coerced since the first mail order brides arrived on american shores in 1619 mail order marriage has enabled women to improve both their marital prospects and their legal political and social freedoms buying a bride uncovers this history and shows us how mail order marriage empowers women and should be protected and even encouraged
Buying a Bride

2016-06-07

a historical western family saga filled with desperation turmoil and love lucie bride of tennessee taking a bride for the sake of his daughter he discovers a second chance at love to provide for herself and her younger brother lucie croft accepts a mail order bride contract in chattanooga fate however has other things in store for her when her intended groom dies before her arrival desperate and homeless lucie and her brother are taken to the local hotel owned by sebastian mccord overwhelmed as a single father and intrigued by lucie sebastian agrees to marry her will the couple create a loving family or does fate have yet another turn in the road the gambler s mail order bride his dangerous past can t stop him from loving her stella mccord just wants to make a new start in life as a mail order bride but her new start turns out to be a crumbling hotel and a suspicious fiancé when travis stone wins an old rundown hotel in a card game he hopes to escape his lawless past all he needs is a trusted manager to help him run the business and decides a mail order wife is his best option the bookseller s mail order bride she never wanted to be a bride he wants a family to love hailey jefferson doesn t want a husband needing to escape her mother s reputation she decides to become a mail order bride but only on her terms giving her husband alex croft a trial marriage seems like the perfect plan until she realizes he wants more can she up and leave him knowing it could break his heart or will she stay and make his dreams come true

Mail-order Brides

1994

what kind of woman would answer an advertisement and marry a stranger escape into the history of the american west along with nine couples whose relationships begin with advertisements for mail order brides placing their dreams for new beginnings in the hands of a stranger will each bride be disappointed or will some find true love perfect for the preacher by megan besing 1897 indiana fresh from seminary amos lowry believes marriage will prove to his skeptical congregation that he s mature if only his mail order bride wasn t an ex saloon girl and worse pregnant the outlaw s inconvenient bride by noelle marchand 1881 wyoming after a gang of outlaws uses a mail order bride advertisement to trick an innocent woman into servitude an undercover lawman must claim the bride even if it puts his mission in jeopardy train ride to heartbreak by donna schlachter 1895 train to california john stewart needs a wife mary johannson needs a home on her way west mary falls in love with another now both must choose between commitment and true love mail order proxy by sherri shackelford 1885 montana a mail order marriage by proxy goes wrong when a clerical error leads to the proxies actually being married instead of the siblings they were standing in for in their quest to correct the
mistake the two discover outlaws adventure and even love to heal thy heart by michelle shocklee 1866 new mexico when phoebe wagner answers a mail order bride ad that states confederate widows need not apply she worries what dr luke preston will do when he learns her fiancé died wearing gray miss delivered mail by ann shorey 1884 washington helena erickson impulsively decides to take advantage of her brother s deception and travels to washington territory in response to a proposal of marriage intended for someone else how will daniel mcnabb respond when helena is nothing like he expected a fairy tale bride by liz tolsma 1867 texas nora green doesn t feel much like cinderella when her mail order groom stands her up but could the mysterious jester from the town s play be her prince charming the brigand and the bride by jennifer uhlarik 1876 arizona jolie hilliard weds a stranger to flee her outlaw family but discovers her groom is an escaped prisoner will she ever find happiness on the right side of the law the mail order mistake by kathleen y barbo 1855 texas pinkerton detective jeremiah bingham is investigating a mail order bride scam bankrupting potential grooms when unsuspecting orphan may conrad answers his false ad she becomes the prime suspect in the case

**Mail-Order Brides of the Southwest 3-Book Collection**

2018-01-23

isabella bride of ohio is book 17 in the unprecedented 50 book american mail order brides series isabella newly arrived in america from sweden first loses her parents and then her job at the factory after it burns down nothing in american seems to last but she hopes her mail order bride marriage to the handsome and wealthy donald jenks will but as her grandmother always said trouble comes in threes and there is danger standing between her and her happy ever after with her true love tom a pinkerton agent is on the case of disappearing women is traveling on the same train as isabella when she is selected as the next victim will he save her in time for her to marry donald and will she have the happy ever after she has dreamed of

**The Mail-Order Brides Collection**

2018-02-01

beware grandmothers and mothers with too much time on their hands when the older generation of angel ford realizes that not a single woman was born in angel ford in the last thirty years they are worried as these ladies approach retirement with no signs of daughters in law in sight they take matters into their own hands these devious minds are about to form a club not for books or knitting but for the recruitment of their grandbaby s mamas what could go wrong this is a great read for all lovers of suspenseful romance suspense and romance later in life romance beach reads
Isabella, Bride of Ohio (American Mail-Order Brides Series)

2016

three courageous women head west to find true love follow along as each of them overcome hardship and ultimately find the love they were searching for a sweet western romance from 1 bestselling author emily woods millie alice and hazel have risked everything to find love in sherwood texas when missing persons lawless bandits and uncompromising jobs get in the way these young women soon learn finding love on the western frontier is no easy task can they overcome all the obstacles and start a happy new life or will true love prove to be too elusive to capture sherwood mail order brides is a clean western romance from 1 bestselling author emily woods if you like clean historical fiction about women who risk everything for love as mail order brides you will love the western brides sweet romance series from emily woods download sherwood mail order brides and get lost in this sweet western romance today

Mail Order Brides Of Angel Ford [ Complete Series Boxset ]

2022-11-18

journey to turnabout letitia burton autumn turnabout situated in the northeastern corner of texas is quite a decent small town well ordered well maintained well planned with but one problem there are no men well yes of course there are men husbands and soon to be husbands and used to be husbands and those no women would ever choose to be husbands but few eligible men letitia burton nineteen and as headstrong as the rest of her clan has decided to do something about it mainly by secretly placing notices in various newspapers advertising her charming self as a mail order bride within a few months she strikes pay dirt through correspondence letty has accepted the proposal of one reese barclay from denver it isn t until he is actually on his way to town however that she confesses to her family what she has done ben forrester eldest sister camellia s husband is livid has she so quickly forgotten the terrible scrape molly got herself into not long ago under similar circumstances does she need to be told how risky it is to accept someone at face value sight unseen disgruntled and annoyed she reminds him that camellia too was a mail order bride who accepted him at face value and that apparently their marriage has turned out all right so far reese safely arrives his meager letters had provided little description of himself or his background other than making sure his intended bride is aware of the battle scars with which he has been coping meeting they begin a tentative relationship that deepens and grows in a very short time then he pulls away pleading a crisis of
conscience he needs to have steady work before they can marry he needs to be settled he needs to square away some details of which she is unaware their ensuing quarrel drives them apart with apparently no recourse it is not until ben and camellia return from opening their second store in manifest that more questions arise than can be answered and the burton clan must work furiously to protect one of their own because reese barclay is not who he claims to be and prying open what he has concealed may yet tear the family apart keywords heartwarming small town romance western ranch cowboy friendship family life series texas relationships love wedding bride mail order bride family saga second chance marriage of convenience

Sherwood Mail Order Brides

2021-04-16

follow the adventures of four young women traveling west to find a new lease on life and love after the civil war new haven connecticut 1865 book 1 mail order bride eleanor eleanor james is a young woman whose life has changed dramatically thanks to the end of the civil war the north has been victorious and the men those that have survived are returning home in droves scarred by the horrors of war they return to their broken lives to pick up the pieces pieces that eleanor and her closest friends have been holding on to while they have been away suddenly eleanor and her friends have found themselves without jobs and without a certain future eleanor s purpose is undecided she can t say what she wants from life but when her dear friend suggests that the four of them make a pact to find love and adventure out on the frontier as mail order brides sudden hope blazes brightly within eleanor might she find something so powerful as love can she take that risk and if she does will the dangers that await her be more than she bargained for book 2 mail order bride delia for four women the civil war has sparked a bout of change within them that cannot be ignored for delia hennessey it has created a passion for life that will not be denied it is the reason that she convinces three of her closest friends to join her in contacting men across the country who have placed advertisements for mail order brides hoping to find the ones who would be a part of each young woman s next great adventure they will not travel together but delia isn t afraid she has been awaiting a great change for what seems like her whole life and now it is within her grasp when she answers the ad of a wealthy landowner in wyoming she is positive that she has met the perfect man but when she arrives things are not all as they seem can delia survive this abrupt change of events and if she does will she be able to satisfy her lonely aching heart book 3 mail order bride catherine two of catherine stuart s three friends have already left new haven to find love and adventure as mail order brides out west young catherine has found love too and she is eager to go out west to nebraska to meet her betrothed but have his letters truly prepared her for the man she has yet to meet laura the only friend of their quartet remaining in town suggests not but catherine is too excited to listen to reason an exciting life is waiting for her and she cannot be bothered to wait she finds that her friend had a woman s intuition not to be ignored but is it too late if she walks away will she ever find love again catherine doesn t know for certain but her heart craves something that only the west can give her and she can no longer wait for it to find her book 4 mail order bride laura the civil war has just ended and as the men return home and reclaim their jobs laura masterson has found herself unemployed and worse forever without the man she
had loved with all her heart laura's loneliness is compounded by the fact that the three friends she relied on the most to hold her up through these
dark times have already left new haven to find love out on the frontier the four young women had agreed to go out west in search of love and
adventure as mail order brides but laura has yet to leave she is torn because she has received letters suggesting that these men might not be all
they claim to be she also worries that she will never find a man who can replace her beloved elias so she begins to correspond with a rancher who
seeks a marriage of convenience when she outstays her welcome in her sister's home she realizes that she cannot delay her journey any longer
and laura must accept that her life is about to change drastically she can only hope that it is for the better

Mail Order Bride: Fall

2019-05-14

the well educated daughter of a lawyer trudy bauer arrives at the st louis based mail order brides of the west agency full of excitement for the
adventure of a lifetime she befriends the agency's maid evie davenport and the two form a strong and lasting friendship

Brides Of New Haven

2022-10

cora bride of south dakota is fortieth in the unprecedented 50 book american mail order brides series they are all stand alone books cora ancelet's
father hates her when a fire ravages the factory where she works her father orders her to find another source of employment or marry his evil
political ally a man old enough to be her grandfather after being handed a grooms gazette cora takes the desperate step of becoming a mail order
bride john franklin wants a woman to wake up to a woman who will love him and his ranch and ultimately give him the children he craves will
placing an advertisement for a mail order bride turn out to be the best decision he has ever made for both him and cora or is tragedy afoot if you
enjoyed reading this book there are 49 more in the series find out about the rest of the american mail order brides here newwesternromance.com

Mail-Order Brides of the West: Evie
his imposter bride garret stevenson must find a bride or forfeit his newly built hotel with his deadline approaching he plans an in name only marriage with a maid who ll cook and clean for his guests when a pampered pretty heiress arrives instead the deception confirms garret s distrust of women but virginia winterman has more substance than her elegant clothes suggest fleeing west to escape a cruel suitor virginia finds a business arrangement with whisper creek s brusque hotel owner is mutually beneficial and she relishes being useful yet what was once a practical solution soon blossoms into a deeper union can garret get past old betrayals before his future with virginia slips away

Cora

2018-04-01

mandy roseman doesn t have an easy life and it s about to get harder with both parents working all hours and four younger brothers at home the care and keeping of the household is squarely on her shoulders when her father forces her to find a job in addition to everything else it proves to be too much desperate for a way out mandy agrees to become a mail order bride and marry a man she s never met a ranch hand named matthew bostwick in mine s place colorado but traveling from boston to colorado is just the beginning of mandy s journey when she arrives she discovers the big secret matthew was afraid to tell her afraid she would change her mind about marrying him is mandy s new situation worse than the one she just fled will she ever be able to lighten the load life has put on her and is there any chance her marriage to matthew can lead to happiness and true love

Mail-Order Bride Switch

2022-06-19

i apologize the wrong file was originally uploaded full or typos the corrected file is now uploaded thank you glory s life is being turned upside down her comfortable daily life as a teacher at the wigg school and foundling home has ended she d lived there all her life how will she survive without her friends her future now is to travel to texas as a mail order bride and be a teacher glory wonders if she is good enough for kent sandler glory has never spent time with a man before and as soon as she says i do kent s mother in law shows up and hands him a two year old boy he had no knowledge of and rides off kent never wanted to get married again once was one time too many but parker eastman offers a bet to his three best
friends whoever gets married first will have a house built for them and kent wins trouble comes to the town of sweet water in the guise of hooded men who terrorize the freed slaves parker eastman decides to hire the freedmen and pay them the same wage as the other cowboys it was a time of violence and suspicion in the south glory pushes on to teach and finds plenty of children on the ranch who did not have any education too many hopes and dreams are wrapped up in the school to allow it to fail through it all both kent and glory admire each other s courage and commitment but was that enough for a happy marriage

The Groom's Secret Kin

2019-02-19

mail order bride to be heather stanford dreads the day the matron of the st louis bridal agency finds her a husband and sends her west heather has no desire to marry she just wants to free her struggling family from the financial burden of another mouth to feed still she holds true to her plan when the fateful day arrives and mrs seymour sings the praises of her prospective groom heather girds herself to leave behind all she holds dear and wonders if anyone can live up to the matron s glowing description

Glory's Groom

2023

this complete collection has double the cowboys double the heat and triple the stories all 3 books in the mail order bride of slate springs series are included a wanton woman book 1 celia lawrence can t show her face in her conservative small town first she discovered her husband in bed with another man s wife and then she witnessed both their murders while she didn t pull the trigger small town gossip is not forgiving and everywhere she goes she is chastised for not being woman enough to keep her straying husband at home eager to flee her old life celia heads to colorado as a mail order bride as mayor of slate springs colorado luke benson is expected to set the example their small town is hidden away in a remote mountainous region where few women have the courage or desire to tread as mayor it falls to him to test out their newly passed law and share a wife with his brother the truth is luke has no interest in a woman of his own and agrees to a mail order bride out of duty not anticipation his brother walker is jaded and hard after the death of his first wife for walker loving again is out of the question but a man has needs and he ll eagerly take his pleasure from their new bride while expecting luke to provide the tenderness and caring a woman expects a marriage based on everything but love should be doomed but celia luke and walker discover one thing they have in common desire will that be strong enough to survive the danger that
follows celia from texas will desire be strong enough to teach three broken souls that sometimes you have to risk everything for love a wild woman book 2 with five overbearing brothers piper dare must head west to forge her own life her trip takes an unexpected turn when she fills in as a mail order bride for a woman she meets on the stage lane haskins and spur drews are stunned by their new bride a gun toting foul language spewing redhead is not what they expected but they don t mind the little wildcat in fact they love her instantly but their match takes a decided turn and their love and devotion is put to a very powerful test a wicked woman book 3 because of her stepsisters eve jamison is driven from her hometown in scandal with a train ticket in one hand and a proxy marriage license in the other but when she arrives in the small colorado mountain town she discovers her groom recently died even though she never met her husband the new widow learns she is quite wealthy at the mercy of her dead husband s money grubbing family knox and jed dare each vow to protect her they both want the beautiful bluestocking and refuse to cede way to the other eve has other ideas where the two men are concerned because she is now a woman of slate springs she doesn t have to choose she wants both jed and knox and gets them warning panty melting this mfm series has three wildly dirty romances with obsessed alpha cowboys and feisty heroines each book is standalone these books all have heas and are all about her no m m keywords romance books contemporary romance small town new adult romance best friends cowboy romance western romance menage mfm romance marriage and family series starter first in series romance series romance saga romantic family saga bestseller romance steamy sexy heartwarming heart warming family love love books kissing books emotional journey captivating romance emotional healing hot hot romance forbidden love second chance romance sparks loyalty swoon funny romance modern romance forbidden romance enemies to lovers childhood crush friends to lovers one night stand second chance romance hidden romance strong alpha alpha hero family business strong female lead workplace romance strong heroine family secrets top romance reads best seller new adult romance books free romance novels love story alpha angst american western montana unrequited love coming of age adult romance mature romance rodeo sports heartbreak tear jerker first person breakup redemption strong woman contemporary women full length girl power steamy banter angsty first love romance series series circle of friends college found family mistaken identity grumpy hero historical american historical western historical cowboy mail order bride marriage of convenience paranormal romance shifter romance cowboy shifter werewolf fated mates country westerns readers also enjoyed books by ann mayburn anna zaires b j daniels carly phillips carrie ann ryan cat johnson catherine cowles chelle bliss cherise sinclair cheyenne mccray claudia burgoa debra holt devney perry diana palmer esther e schmidt genevieve turner helen hardt jane henry janet dailey jeanne st james jenna jacob jennifer ryan julia sykes kennedy fox kim loraine lani lynn vale lauren blakely laurel handish laylah roberts lexiblind linda lael miller lindsay mckenna lorelei james lori wilde maisy yates max monroe megan march melissa foster nicole snow penelope ward renee rose samantha madisen shayla black sophie oak stephanie rowe susan stoker vi keeland vivian arend willa nash willow winters

Mail-Order Brides of the West: Heather

2017-01-30
in 1895 when tragedy strikes and the bank repossesses the barrington sisters home all hope is lost until an orange farmer in california secretly arranges for them to head out west to become mail order brides for his three sons will the wallace brothers welcome the barrington sisters with open arms find out in brides of riverside a historical mail order bride series by faith ann smith book 1 mail order bride willow when the bank repossesses the house willow the eldest of the clan and a determined spinster tries to be optimistic but begins to lose faith when their situation takes a turn for the worse when her cousin from california offers to make an arrangement for her to marry the son of a man out west willow has no choice and accepts when she meets joshua wallace however she decides that he is unsuitable and their personalities clash joshua comes from a prominent family in riverside but prefers to live as a recluse on the wide open plains he has a wolf for company and has taken five orphans from a nearby reservation under his care can they both find a way to live in peace and keep their sanity intact book 2 mail order bride lily lily is a soft spoken girl with a large heart when she receives her invitation to travel to california she is eager to go despite her fears she quickly falls for her betrothed jasper wallace but her love is unrequited when his father asks him to make lily his bride jasper plans to get out of the engagement as soon as he can but lily s heartfelt personality soon begins to intrigue him not even the vibrant daisy may meriwether can keep him away when lily is bitten by a snake jasper is terrified of losing her and vows to become a better man will his prayers be heard in time or will he tragically lose the woman of his dreams book 3 mail order bride rose when kind spirited rose is asked to travel to riverside and become the bride of joseph wallace she is eager to accept she admires joseph from the moment they meet but she can tell that the feeling is not mutual joseph is emotionally scarred from a broken heart he now feels that all women can t be trusted so when he meets rose he devises a plan to ask for her help in opening a new restaurant and then to dismiss her after its grand opening never looking back little does he know however that rose s kindness and love will threaten to destroy the very fabric of joseph s deep seated beliefs can he get over his prejudice and finally learn to love again or is heart too wounded to heal

Lillie – Book 4 Come By Chance Mail Order Brides of 1885

2019-05-14

stella mccord wants to be accepted and loved for who she is now not for the rambunctious child she once was and believes marrying as a mail order bride will bring a new beginning but when she arrives in the small desert town she s greeted by a dilapidated hotel and its distrustful owner her soon to be husband travis stone hopes to escape his lawless past when he wins a rundown hotel and takes a mail order bride to help him but instead of acquiring the hotel manager he wanted his new bride has other plans for their marriage and travis finds himself fighting against his own heart
two brothers at odds a stolen bride who wins who loses who claims her heart all he felt was the need to get even after last night s break up with marybeth he wanted retaliation if he married abel s woman today miss adams his ex fiancée could kiss his horse s could he marry his brother s woman after an accident disfigures abel shepherd s face he is considered the ogre of potter county lonely he orders a mail order bride but she never arrives yet his brother brings home a lovely bride who helps abel see past the scars on his face emma s dying mother answers an ad in the grooms gazette and sends her daughter to a seemingly loving man but mail order bride emma louise johnson is intercepted by abel s brother kane and marries him thinking he s the man her mother arranged for her to marry the marriage is far from what she dreams of and she finds herself hopelessly attracted to her husband s brother in a desperate game of betrayal who will win kane or abel in this sweet western historical two brothers fight for the love of a mail order bride

when emily s mother decides to marry her fiancé says that twenty year old emily needs to find a new place to live before the wedding emily has always been exceedingly shy and has no idea what to do she runs across an advertisement for mail order brides and responds hoping to find a good situation benjamin lost the love of his life just months before he and his girls need a new mama in their house will emily be the mama they need

elaine had spent over half of her life walking with a cane and being treated as if she were made of glass when she sees no other option she Sneaks out and goes to see the owner of the mail order bride agency in beckham she picks out a man who seems perfect for her and travels to kansas city to be his bride colin goes to lunch at the restaurant in town to consider sending off for a mail order bride when he notices a beautiful
woman limp into the establishment during his unashamed eavesdropping he hears that she’s a mail order bride who is being rejected by the man she’s come to marry he jumps up immediately and asks the beautiful girl to be his bride will they be able to make things work or will her insecurities keep them from ever being truly happy

The Gambler's Mail-Order Bride

2021-08-31

edwina bride of connecticut is fifth in the unprecedented 50 book american mail order brides series joshua was a happy bachelor until his scheming sister lands him with a mail order bride desperate to escape boston edwina accepts the marriage proposal she believes has come from him can a deceived bride and a reluctant groom find happiness together

A Brother's Betrayal

2021-08-31

who would want a wife who could not understand them it was easier to forget about marriage altogether but when the advertisements for mail order brides had been passed around the other girls she had seen them pulling faces over one in particular a man who seemed to want nothing more than someone to take care of his household and his brother’s children the other girls had pushed the advertisement aside in favor of those who claimed to be looking for true love and girls of character and other such romantic nonsense delia had taken the advertisement when the others weren’t looking and written to the man scott and as she had hoped he was clear about what he wanted a housekeeper a carer an additional member of the family to take responsibility for the children nothing more delia had been tempted to try and explain her problem to him perhaps if he might not mind she thought as they weren’t going to be having children of their own but then he wanted someone he could rely on there was little chance she could convince him that her problems with listening would not affect her work no matter how many coping strategies she had worked out over the years like the notebooks she used to write down the things she did understand knowing she might quickly forget them but she could never forget about her desire to be married if only if only she could find a man who could understand
Mail Order Mama

2015-12-19

sarah bride of minnesota is 32 in the unprecedented 50 book american mail order brides series sarah along with one hundred other women is out of a job thanks to a fire in the factory where she s worked since she left school at loose ends she decides to become a mail order bride moving to minnesota to marry a man she s never met she trusts god to guide her steps and send her to the man who is right for her but when she meets the stubborn german she has to wonder at his sense of humor karl an immigrant who has fought hard to achieve everything he has in life is startled when he meets his bride in his mind he d pictured a homely woman who couldn t find a man any other way but through the mail and instead he found himself face to face with a strong funny woman would her strength and longing for romance keep them apart or would they find a way to compromise and make things work out

Mail Order Misfit

2020-07-25

she s a mail order bride he s running from his outlaw past can they become a family or will he be pulled back into the criminal world when ex criminal anthony trevain finds himself raising his little sister he places an ad for a mail order bride contrite and ashamed of the life he led he decides to keep his shady past a secret from his betrothed to provide for his new family he is forced to accept a job from the one man who could pull him back into the criminal world to escape her society driven mother rebecca townsend flees baltimore as a mail order bride but when she arrives in the mining town of creede colorado nothing is as she thought it would be beginning to care for her husband she has difficulty getting past the wall he s erected around himself a series of mysterious incidents puts them and the town in grave danger can they figure out who s behind it or will their new family be torn apart the woodworker s mail order bride is the adventure filled fourth historical western romance novel in the mail order brides of the southwest series if you like inspiration a bit of mystery and sweet romance then you ll love heidi vanlandingham s page turning series buy the woodworker s mail order bride to unravel a crafty wild west plot and fall in love along the way

Edwina - Bride of Connecticut

2021-12-08
isabella a swedish immigrant loses her parents and her factory job she agrees to a mail order bride marriage to donald jenks she is targeted by white slavers on the train and meets tom a pinkerton agent will she marry donald jenks

The Deaf Mail Order Bride

2017-12-05

the presence of the first lady of the us a former model like many of the applicants that apply to become a mail order bride has grown in popularity diary of a mail order bride is about the stories of two mail order brides that experienced different outcomes in the twentieth century mail order bride was a trend for women who live in developing countries seeking for a marital relationship with men from developed countries originally women from developing countries consider being a mail order bride as an efficient way to immigrate to a country with better economy thus they can be exposed to more opportunities to change their overall life quality

Sarah: Bride of Minnesota

2022-05-03

nancy green is a pinkerton agent sent on an undercover mission to chapman s forge to help her undercover fiancé oliver wright to ensure the mayoral election is fair unbeknownst to him she is in love with him and has been for years will nancy ever tell oliver how she feels does he feel the same way will they foil the plot to rig the election will oliver shoot charleston the pig read all the books in montana mail order bride brides of bedford series by bestselling author katie wyatt montana mail order brides brides of bedford series book 1 lillie s lie book 2 clara and ben book 3 florence s faith book 4 bernice and the blacksmith book 5 della s doctor book 6 maggie s marshal book 7 annie s apothecary book 8 belle s bakery book 9 helen s hotel fiasco book 10 saving sadie book 11 matilda s mine book 12 nancy s nuptials read all the books by bestselling author katie wyatt mega box set collection 51 inspirational sweet western romances box set mega box set series book 1 24 books western women tales of love box set historical western mail order bride and contemporary western romance 31 sweet inspirational romances mail order bride christmas box set historical western christian contemporary collection 50 boxset inspirational historical western romances mail order bride american mail order brides sweet frontier cowboys complete series 20 book series full novel romance 1 box set sweet frontier cowboys novels 1 3 2 box set sweet frontier cowboys novels 4 6 3 box set sweet frontier cowboys novels 7 9 4 box set sweet frontier cowboys novels 10 12 5 box set sweet frontier cowboys novels 13 15 6 box set sweet frontier cowboys novels 16 18 7 box set sweet frontier cowboys novels 19 20 plus mail order brides
The Woodworker's Mail-Order Bride

2020-11-30

usa today bestselling author sylvia mcdaniel katie bride of virginia is tenth in the unprecedented 50 book american mail order brides series a disastrous factory fire ends katie maverick s livelihood and she must find something quick convinced to become a mail order bride she receives an offer of marriage from daniel o malley only daniel isn t the one who puts the ad in the grooms gazette his business partner secretly placed the ad in daniel s name when katie arrives a surprised daniel agrees to marry her with the idea she could help make his life easier and still the gossip surrounding the death of his wife he s unprepared for the way the bubbly girl from massachusetts eases his loneliness not only is she helpful she s breaking through the walls he s erected around his heart troubled by the suspicious vandalizing suddenly occurring in the vineyard daniel wonders if things might not be as good as they seem is it only coincidental that the damage to his winery coincides with katie s arrival could this sweet innocent woman and his dead wife share a common goal to destroy him fans of kirsten osbourne merry farmer callie hutton and cynthia woolf will enjoy this mail order bride story clean sweet romance emotional romance western historical romance series romance bounty hunters historical romance best sellers romantic love romance ebooks texas romance cowboy romance historical western romance

Isabella Bride of Ohio, American Mail Order Bride

2019-03-29
Diary Of A Mail Order Bride

2015-11-29

Nancy's Nuptials: Montana Mail Order Brides

Katie: Bride of Virginia
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